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It Is shown that the group of gauge transformations 
in electrodynamics is larger than that described in textbooks 
and cirrent literature. The proof rests on new representation 
of electromagnetic fields in teras of potentials. 

The alia of this note is to discuss gauge transformations 
in macroscopic electrodynamics, which is based on the following 
incoraplete set of Maxwell equations: 

et E + Są = 0 div IB = 0 , 

div D - 9 . 

(la) 

(ib) 

In order to complete these aquations two other vector fields 
*P and M are introduced into the theoryL~J which describe 
electromagnetic properties of the considered matter. Then 
using the relations 

-Oh 7 ' 

£ = ̂  H + M 
we may add to equations flal.two new equations 

-• —» 
div £ - J_ ( Q _ ̂ ^"P) 

jB ~ So^o^T - •rith 
(3.) 

and obtain a complete system of di f ferent ial equations for the 

pair E and B. Alternatively, we nay add to equations (ib) 

two other aquations 

= - •— dl«y M 

rot X> + £cUo ^t" = 

(3b) 

'"d ̂  

and obtain a complete system of differential equations for 
the pair H and H. For the knowledge of a given 
slectroroagnetic situation it is sufficient, of course, to 
solvs only one system of the obtained equations, nut, as 
we shall see below, for the exhibition of gauge invariance 
of the theory we must consider bcth systems simultaneously. 

Equations £la) with .̂ 3a] and fib) with (3b] 
admit the following representation for the electronagnetic 
fields: 



E ̂ -

5 = ' 
-» 
D = -

(4.) 

- w 

(4b) 

where the scalar potentials ifK ond /"SK and the vector 

potentials P K andc(h'|< = 1,2) satisfy the equations: 

0 .f„ -? '"it,' 

\ •' 

-i-k 

and cs usually 

using this representation it is easy to d e c k thnt the 

electromagnetic fields remain unchanged under fallowing gcugc 

transformations of the potentials: 

- C 
2(.K-i) 

o 
ivhere U_K and "WK are arbitrary scalar functions of space-

•J" '±> ~ - ™ • '""^r** » 

time coordinates while /̂>. and U^A are vector functions 

which satisfy homogeneous wave equations 

= • 

The equations (7) realize the re fore gauge trans formations 

in macroscopic clectrodynamics and ive aee "hat x'r,c r̂oujj 

c •' these trans forma z ions is much l&raer t hsn the gcuga voi-.' 

•.•iic ;>pp'cci'": in file •;. tsndcrri c ioc!.:sf>_ .-;; c :' g.-jy:? : T / Ó r ir.;-- -, 

or electrodynainics-

It is easy to see that the s tsndarcJ approach to fjaugo 

symmetry in electrodynamics is a particular cose of cur 

general discussion. In fact, restricting the discussion 

according co the standard approach to the case o,c homogeneous 

media, the gauge invariant wave equations ^5j for the potentials 

admit a particular solution 

>K= ** = 0 



and for this solution the representation (4a) and (4b) reduces 
to the standard form. The gauge transformations (7) obviously 
raust then be restricted to the usual foro. It oust be however 
noticed that even for the homogeneous media the wave equations 
f 5) admit besides (9,, also other solutions. 

At present we do noc know any iiaoedlate application of 
the discovered larger group of gauge transformations (7) but 
it is interesting to know that this is a property of electro¬ 
dynamics. The representation (4a) and (4b) which uses more 
potentials than the standard formulation of electrodynamics 
seems to be very usefull for quantization of electrodynamics 
in non-linear media. In a separate paper we shall show that 
our approach allows to perform this quantization without 
the inconsistencies described in /2j. 
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